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Начало>Вашите права>Жертви на престъпления>Права на жертвите – по държави
Моля, имайте предвид, че оригиналната езикова версия на тази

румънски

страница
е била наскоро променена. Езиковата версия, която
търсите, в момента се подготвя от нашите преводачи.
Swipe to change
Victims' rights - by country
Румъния
Не съществува официален превод на езиковата версия, която разглеждате.
Тук ще намерите машинен превод на съдържанието. Моля, имайте предвид, че той се предоставя само с цел осигуряване на контекст.
Собственикът на настоящата страница не носи никаква отговорност за качеството на този машинно преведен текст.

-----български-----испанскичешкидатскинемскиестонскигръцкианглийскифренскихърватскииталианскилатвийски
литовскиунгарскималтийскинидерландскиполскипортугалскисловашкисловенскифинскишведски
You are considered to be the victim of a crime if you have suffered physical or material damage as a result of an incident deemed to be a crime under the
national legislation in force. As a victim of a crime, you have certain legal rights before, during and at the end of the criminal procedure.
The first two stages of the criminal procedure in Romania are: the criminal investigation and the trial. During the criminal investigation, the criminal
investigation bodies, under the supervision of the public prosecutor, investigate the case, gathering evidence in order to find the offender. At the end of the
criminal investigation, the police send the case to the public prosecutor’s office, together with all the data and evidence collected in the file. After receiving the
file, the case prosecutor examines the case and decides whether it is to proceed to the next phase, i.e. trial, or whether the file should be closed.
Once the dossier comes before the court, the panel of judges examines the facts and hears the persons involved in order to establish the guilt of the
accused. Once guilt has been established, the offender receives a sentence. If the court considers that the accused is not guilty, then he or she is released.
Click on the links below to find the information that you need
1 - My rights as a victim of crime
2 - Reporting a crime and my rights during the investigation or trial
3 - My rights after trial
4 - Compensation
5 - My rights to support and assistance
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